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Aircomp by Stampotecnica is an Italian
company specialized in developing and
manufacturing pneumatic components.
As true manufacturer, we rely on our
strong technical background as well as
on our deeply rooted know-how and
technology.

Having been processing plastic materials
for more than fifty years, our experience
turns out to be our competitive
advantage in terms of product quality,
design originality and production
capacity.

Aircomp by Stampotecnica recognises
Excellence as distinctive feature of his
own corporate philosophy, and also as
essential element for achieving his goals.
Aircomp by Stampotecnica believes in
his work and pays utmost attention to
Customers’ needs, focusing his activity
on them.
The steady development of Aircomp
by Stampotecnica sales network on
international markets makes us feel
really proud and satisfied, besides
spurring us strongly towards future steps.

Passion and enthusiasm go along
with each member of Aircomp by
Stampotecnica Staff when realizing
and promoting innovative pneumatic
components, which can compete
worldwide thanks to their quality and
technical features.

AIR PRE
PARA
TION
The in-depth experience we have developed
in more than thirty years of planning air
preparation units is expressed by our
comprehensive Aircomp program offering
more than ten product Lines from 1/8” to 1”.

Cutting-edge planning methods have been
used for the realization of our products, so
as to be able to guarantee utmost reliability,
high performance and, where relevant,
functional modularity.

All our modular Lines offer the option to
add accessory modules, such as manual
and electrical shut-off valves, or slow-start
valves, which are more and more required
when developing pneumatic equipment of
latest generation.

VAL
VES
Aircomp valves program is steadily
expanding with new solutions so as to
fulfill the requirements of a market that
considers the feature “Made in Italy” as
an outstanding added value.

Products of latest generation from
Aircomp range, such as Multipole Valve
Islands Line 150 and Line 160, are true
integrated systems, which, thanks to
their compactness and versatility, make
remarkably easier the whole system
designed to control the pneumatic circuit
functions.

Moreover, our program offers a wide
range of traditional valves both for single
use and manifold assembling, from size
15mm to 30mm, coming with several
configurations having manual, mechanical,
pneumatic and solenoid operation.

FITTI
NGS
Aircomp fittings progarm has been
designed to meet several requirements
in the pneumatic connection field.
Our offer consists of a wide range of
Push-in Fittings having cylindrical and
conical connections, whereas Traditional
Fittings still represent an effective
alternative for heavy duty applications.

Along with a complete program of
connection fittings from threaded brass,
a broad section has been dedicated
to Speed Controllers for cylinders and
valves, that has been recently widened
adding particularly compact models.
Aiming at taking care of details, we
have included Ball Valves, Auxiliary
Valves and Silencers, which, thanks to
their innovative design, join functionality
and aesthetics.

CYLIN
DERS
Aircomp proposes a wide range of
cylinders complying with ISO 6432 and
ISO 15552 Standards, besides offering
a broad choice of additional versions
such as Compact Cylinders, Round
Cylinders, Short-Stroke Cylinders.
Business fields having specific
requirements such as food industry
or zootechnical sector have led us to
further expand our program introducing
new stainless steel cylinders Lines.

Accordingly, we keep focusing on
research of innovative solutions with a
view to make the most of thermoplastic
technopolymer features, which
distinguish many Aircomp products.
Besides a standard cylinders catalogue,
Aircomp offers a complete research and
development service for the realization
of special versions, that can fulfill
individual application exigencies.
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